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Impurity-based, premelting-like, grain boundary (GB) “phases” (complexions) can form in alloys and influence
sintering, creep, and microstructural development. Calculation of Phase Diagrams (CalPhaD) methods and
Miedema-type statistical interfacial thermodynamic models are combined to forecast the formation and stability
of subsolidus quasiliquid GB phases in binary alloys. This work supports a long-range scientific goal of developing
“GB (phase) diagrams” as a new materials science tool to help controlling the materials fabrication processing and
resultant materials properties. Using nickel-doped molybdenum as a model system, a type of GB diagram (called
“λ diagram”) is computed to represent the temperature- and composition-dependent thermodynamic tendency
for general GBs to disorder. Subsequently, controlled sintering experiments are conducted to estimate the GB
diffusivity as a function of temperature and overall composition, and the experimental results correlate well with
the computed GB diagram. Although they are not yet rigorous GB-phase diagrams with well-defined transition
lines, the predictability and usefulness of such λ diagrams are demonstrated. Related interfacial thermodynamic
models and computational approaches are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interfacial phase formation and transition can often play
vital roles in microstructural development and determine the
resultant materials properties. The existence of various surface
transitions, such as premelting (formation of quasiliquid
interfacial structures),1 prewetting (adsorption transitions),2
layering (step-wise adsorption in the multilayer regime),3
and reconstruction (change of surface symmetry) has been
well established; consequently, a variety of surface “phase”
diagrams have been constructed and proven useful. While
surface science has advanced significantly, the interfacial
science for grain boundaries (GBs) has lagged. Recent studies
suggested that in multicomponent alloys, coupled structural
(premelting) and adsorption (prewetting) transitions can occur
at GBs.4–9 Thermodynamic theories have been developed to
treat GBs as regions of distinct interfacial phases,5,7,10 and a
series of generic GB phases have been identified and named
as complexions.5,10,11 While the existence of surface phases is
well established,3 the identification of GB analogs at internal
interfaces shed light on several long-standing mysteries in
materials science regarding the origins of solid-state activated
sintering,12,13 abnormal grain growth,5,10 and liquid metal
embrittlement.14
One ubiquitous GB complexion (phase) is represented by
the impurity-based intergranular films (IGFs). Such nanoscale
IGFs have been observed at GBs in numerous ceramic
materials,8 WC-Co cermet,15 and several metal alloys including W-Ni,13,16 Mo-Ni,17 and Nd-Fe-B,18 where the nanoscale
amorphous (quasiliquid) IGFs were directly observed by
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM),
and Cu-Bi19 and Fe-Si-Zn,20,21 where their existence was
suggested by diffusivity measurements. Nanometer-thick films
of similar character have also been observed on free surfaces
in oxides,22 as well as at ceramic-ceramic8 and metaloxide23–27 phase boundaries. These interfacial films adopt
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self-selecting or equilibrium thickness on the order of one
nanometer. Thus, they are not complete wetting films (which
should exhibit arbitrary thickness); instead, they can be
considered as prewetting films (the relevant terminologies
were discussed in a recent critical review article).8 Moreover,
when the effective interfacial width is comparable with the
atomic size, layering transitions can occur28 and produce a
series of additional discrete GB phases such as monolayers,
bilayers, and trilayers, which are known as Dillon-Harmer
complexions.5,10,11
Furthermore, impurity-based quasiliquid GB phases or
IGFs can often be stabilized well below the bulk solidus
lines, where the liquid phases are not yet stable bulk
phases.8,13,16,17,29–31 In such cases an analogy to the phenomenon of premelting in unary systems1 can be drawn.
The formation of premelting-like GB phases can significantly
affect materials fabrication processing, microstructural evolution, and high-temperature materials properties. As one
specific example, enhanced diffusion in quasiliquid GB phases
(IGFs) explained the origin of solid-state (subsolidus) activated
sintering, which refers to the significant enhancement of
densification rates by addition of a small amount of sintering
aids (dopants) at the temperatures well below bulk solidus
lines in ceramic materials8,29–31 and refractory metals.13,16,17
In a recent letter32 a thermodynamic model was proposed,
which predicted that quasiliquid IGFs can be stabilized at as
low as 60–85% of the bulk solidus temperatures in certain
systems such as Pd- or Ni-doped W. A primitive type of GB
diagram was developed to represent the stability of subsolidus
quasiliquid IGFs. The predicted GB-disordering temperatures
were coincident with the experimentally observed onset
sintering temperatures for all five binary W alloys, for which
both thermodynamic parameters and experimental data are
available. More recently a revised, analytical approach was
proposed to estimate IGF thickness for regular-solution solid
phases, and this approach was verified partially by direct
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HRTEM characterization of Ni-doped Mo.17 However, a
critical and systematical validation of a computed GB diagram
with the temperature and composition dependent experimental
data has not yet been conducted, which motivated this study.
This paper systematically discusses the interfacialthermodynamic models and approaches to compute GB
diagrams for binary alloys; several improvements for the
models and computation methods are proposed and validated.
Ni-doped Mo is selected as the model system because a
prior HRTEM study directly confirmed the stabilization of
quasiliquid IGFs below the solidus line,17 and the verification
of a counterintuitive prediction that a retrograde solubility
of Ni in Mo can lead to a decrease in the GB diffusivity
with increasing temperature further supported the existence
of premelting-like IGFs in this system.33 A primitive type
of GB diagram (called λ diagram) is computed for Nidoped Mo. Furthermore, systematical sintering experiments
are conducted to estimate the GB diffusivity as a function of
temperature and Ni content, which provide the most systematic
model-experimental validation to date.
While diffuse-interface (phase-field) models have been
recently developed to compute more rigorous GB “phase”
diagrams with well-defined transition lines and critical points
for a GB of a specific crystallographic inclination and
misorientation in a binary alloy,7,34 this work adopts a
simpler sharp-interface approach to robustly compute the
thermodynamic tendency for (average) general GBs to disorder. Two related computational approaches are discussed;
the emphasis of this paper is placed on an approximate
approach that leads to analytical solutions for regular-solution
and subregular-solution solid phases for the sake of easy
implementation. The computed λ diagrams, although they are
not rigorous GB “phase” diagrams, can be readily quantified
for realistic materials systems, thereby being practically
useful. This study systematically demonstrates the correctness
and usefulness of such a computed λ diagram and the
underlying interfacial thermodynamic models for a binary
transition metal alloy, which establishes a solid basis to
develop models and approaches for computing GB diagrams
for more complex multicomponent alloys and/or ceramic
systems in future studies. Thus, this study represents an
important step toward a long-range scientific goal of developing “GB (phase) diagrams” as a general materials science
tool to help achieving predictive fabrication of materials by
design.

where GS is the excess free energy according to the Gibbs
definition, μA and μB are the bulk chemical potentials,  A
and  B are the GB excesses, h is the film thickness, γcl is
the interfacial energy of the crystal-liquid interface (which
is well defined when the two interfaces are well separated
or h → +∞), and G(vol)
amorph is the (volumetric) free-energy
penalty for forming an undercooled liquid. The last term in
Eq. (1) is an interfacial potential that represents the interactions of two interfaces when the film is thin; it is the sum
of all short- and long-range interfacial interactions using h =
+∞ as the reference point, and its derivative (dσ interfacial /dh)
is the well-known Derjaguin disjoining pressure. By
definition,

 (0)

σinterfacial (0) = γgb
− 2γcl ≡ −γ
,
(2)
σinterfacial (+∞) = 0
(0)
≡ σ x (0) as the excess free energy of
where we define γgb
a hypothetical “dry” GB. Here the superscript (0) is used to
(0)
denote that γgb
is different from the equilibrium γgb , which
corresponds to the global minimum in σ x (h) that satisfies
 dσ x (h) 

=0
dh
h=heq.
,
(3)
x
γgb ≡ σ (heq )

where heq is the so-called equilibrium thickness. One may
further define a dimensionless interfacial coefficient as
f (h) ≡ 1 +
which satisfies

f (0) = 0
f (+∞) = 1

.

(0)
σ (h) ≡ σ x (h) − γgb
= γ · f (h) + G(vol)
amorph · h,

A phenomenological interfacial thermodynamic model can
be derived by extending a sharp-interface premelting model for
unary systems.1,35 In this model for binary alloys the excess GB
energy [using the equilibrium bulk phase(s) as the reference
state(s)] of a subsolidus liquidlike IGF in a binary A-B alloy
is expressed as8,12
σ x (h) ≡ GS − (μA A + μB B )
(1)

(5)

(6)

where the reference state is set to be the case of h = 0
[i.e., σ (0) ≡ 0]. A quasiliquid IGF of thickness h can be
thermodynamically more stable than a dry GB if σ (h) < 0
or
G(vol)
amorph · h < −γ · f (h).

(7)

To estimate the IGF thickness, we define17
λ ≡ −γ /G(vol)
amorph ,

A. A phenomenological model

(4)

Then Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

II. THERMODYNAMIC MODELS

= 2γcl + G(vol)
amorph · h + σinterfacial (h),



σinterfacial (h)
,
γ

(8)

which represents the thermodynamic tendency for general
(average, low-symmetry, random) GBs to disorder. In a binary
alloy the value of this λ depends on the (somewhat subjective)
selection of a reference film composition, and possible strategies are discussed subsequently. If the interfacial potential
follows a simple exponentially decaying form, liquidlike GB
structures will form when λL > ξ with an effective width
heq = ξ · ln(λL /ξ ), where ξ is a coherent length on the
order of the atomic size. The realistic interfacial potentials
for multicomponent alloys can be more complex because of
the existence of multiple interfacial interactions. For ceramic
materials long-range van der Waals London dispersion forces
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and electrostatic interactions, which should also be included
in the interfacial potential term, can often play significant
roles and give rise to even more complex interfacial phase
behaviors.

follows:
⎧
λL ≡ λX (XL )
⎪
⎪
⎨ ∗
λ ≡ λX (XL∗ ) (whereXL∗ minimizesGamorph )
 (ref) 
⎪
⎪
λX Xfilm
⎩ λ ≡ Max

(10)

(ref)
(0<Xfilm
<1)

B. Through-thickness gradients, film composition,
and simplifications

It is easy to demonstrate that

Through-thickness compositional (and structural) gradients
generally exist in a nanometer-thick quasiliquid IGF sandwiched between two crystalline grains. Correspondingly one
may select the average film composition as a reference film
composition to compute Gamorph . However, this average film
composition, which is a function of film thickness, is not
known a priori. Alternatively one may make a somewhat
subjective selection of a reference film composition for a
hypothetical uniform film of undercooled liquid; the remaining
volumetric free energies, along with the excess free energies
associated with the compositional and structural gradients,
can be considered in the interfacial potential so that the
thermodynamic treatment remains rigorous.
Furthermore, computing the equilibrium γcl should consider the effects of the near-interface gradients in composition
(adsorption) and structure (partial ordering). In a rigorous
approach γcl should be defined for the case of h → ∞ and
with respect to a reference composition of XL ∗ that minimizes
Gamorph . Practically, it is rather difficult to quantify this
equilibrium γcl . Thus, in this paper and prior studies,12,17,32
an unrelaxed γcl(0) for a hypothesized step interface between a
crystal and a perfect liquid (without a compositional gradient)
is adopted as a useful approximation. Here the superscript (0) is
used to denote that this unrelaxed γcl(0) is different (smaller) than
the true (equilibrium) γcl with the same reference composition.
This unrelaxed γcl(0) is a function of the (subjectively selected)
composition. The relevant models and equations are given
subsequently.
Thus, the λ defined in Eq. (9) becomes a function of the
reference film composition
 (ref) 
λX Xfilm
≡

 (ref) 
− 2γcl(0) Xfilm
 (ref)  .
Gamorph Xfilm

(0)
γgb

(9)

The consistence of the thermodynamic model requires
this reference composition to be identical to the liquidus
composition (XL ) as h (or λ) approaches +∞. Several possible
conventions that can satisfy this requirement are discussed
as follows. The simplest convention is to select XL as the
reference film composition. Although this convention leads
to an unphysical solution for pure A, this problem can be
remedied, as discussed subsequently. A key advantage for
adopting this simplified convention is that it leads to (almost)
analytical solutions for Gamorph . Alternatively this reference
film composition can be selected to maximize a particular
figure of merit; here the two most natural choices are to
select this reference film composition to minimize Gamorph
(i.e., to maximize the figure of merit of 1/Gamorph ) or
to maximize λ itself,12,32 respectively. These three conventions will lead to somewhat different definitions of λ, as

λL  λ∗  λ.

(11)

All the reference film compositions should be identical to
XL at the limit of h → +∞, so that
λL
λ∗
= lim
= 1.
(12)
λ→+∞ λ
λ→+∞ λ
All three λ’s represent the thermodynamic tendency to
stabilize subsolidus liquidlike IGFs, and they scale the actual
film thickness. Since the exact form of the interfacial potential
is generally unknown, none of them can guarantee more
predictive power than others. While λ∗ and λ appear to
be conceptually more rigorous, λL is easier to quantify. In
prior studies12,32 we quantified λ via a numerical method.
More recently we derived an analytical solution for Gamorph
and λL for regular solution-solid phases.17 In this paper we
further derived the analytical solutions for solid phases that are
represented by subregular solutions. In the subsequent sections
we will show that the numerical values of λ and λL are typically
close to each other (noting that λL  λ∗  λ).
In summary λL , which is the maximum thickness of a
stable IGF assuming a uniform film composition of XL and
no interfacial interactions, appears to be the most convenient
thermodynamic variable to be used practically. Thus, it is
adopted in this study. To compute λL as a function of
temperature and bulk composition, both interfacial energies
and bulk-free energies need to be quantified, which are
discussed in the following sections.
lim

C. Estimation of interfacial energies

The interfacial energies (γ ’s) can be estimated by latticegas models or Miedema-type macroscopic-atom models. In
a commonly used lattice-gas model if the solubility of B in
solid (crystalline) A is negligible, the crystal-liquid interfacial
energy can be expressed as
m1 ωL
γcl(0) = γA−{A} + 2/3 (XB )2 ,
(13)
V
(enthalpic)

(interaction)

where XB is the atomic fraction of B in the liquid, ωL is
the regular solution parameter for the liquid phase, m1 is the
fraction of the (liquid-type) bonds that cross the crystal-liquid
interface, and V is molar volume. In Eq. (13) the first term
(γA−{A} or the crystal-liquid interfacial energy of pure A)
represents an enthalpic contribution, and the second term is
a chemical interaction term resulted from the formation of a
different number of A-B bonds at the interfaces as compared to
those in the bulk liquid. This lattice-gas model assumes that the
solid-liquid interface can be represented by a step function and
that the bonds at the interface are liquid type. If the solubility
of B in an A crystal is not negligible, a more general expression
of Eq. (13) can be found in Ref. 36.
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Although the above lattice-gas model is more general
and commonly used, in this work we adopt and further
modify a Miedema-type macroscopic-atom model to estimate
interfacial energies. This macroscopic-atom model, which was
developed by Mittemeijer and coworkers37,38 on a similar base
as lattice-gas models, is more realistic to represent binary
transition-metal alloys. This model considers the different
molar volumes for A and B, represents average general
interfaces without anisotropic effects (which suits the objective
of this study), and provides a systematical method to evaluate
the required thermodynamic parameters. In the original model
developed by Benedictus, Böttger, and Mittemeijer (BBM)37,38
the interfacial energy for an A crystal (with negligible
solubility of B) and a binary A-B liquid is expressed as
γcl(0,BBM)

=

HAfuse
2/3

C0 VA

(Enthalpic)

+

interface A
FB
HAinB
2/3

C0 VA

+

2/3

C0 VA/B

(Interaction)

2/3
2/3

(1 − XB )VA + XB VB

(15)

,

where XB is the atomic fraction of B in the liquid phase.
It should be noted that the interaction term in Eq. (14)
has been derived assuming that the reference states are pure
crystal A and pure crystal B (which is perfectly valid for
modeling the solid-state amorphization that starts from pure
A and B crystals, which was the objective for BBM’s original
work37,38 ). In the present case, however, the thermodynamic
equilibrium state (solid and liquid solutions) should be used
as the reference state. To modify the model, let us consider
a hypothetical interface between two liquids of the same
composition, which should theoretically have zero excess free
energy. However, this interface has a nonzero interaction term
in the BBM model as
interface


HAinB
(Ref.)
2FBA · 1 − FBA ,
(16)
=
γliq−liq.
2/3
C0 VA
where [2FBA · (1 − FBA )] represents the area fraction of
A-B bonds for this hypothetical liquid-liquid interface. Thus,
Eq. (14) should be revised to


interface A
HAinB
FB
HAfuse
1 (Ref.)
1.9RT
(0)
γcl =
+
− γliq−liq. +
2/3
2/3
2/3
2
C0 VA
C0 VA
C0 VA/B
(Enthalpic)

2

(19)

On the other hand the average GB energy of Mo is
determined following the Turnbull’s estimation

(Interaction)

(0)
γgb
≈

, (14)

(Entropic)

XB VB
2/3

+ 8.92 × 10−5 T J/m .

vap

1.9RT

interface
where HAfuse is the fusion enthalpy of A, HAinB
is the
enthalpy of solution of A in B, C0 ≈ 4.5 × 108 , V is the
molar volume (neglecting thermal expansion), R is the gas
constant, and FBA represents the “area” fraction A-B bonds at
the interface, which is expressed as

FBA =

modified terms after considering the different molar volumes.
In fact here we have derived the modification of the interaction
term in Eq. (18) based on an analogy to the lattice-gas model
[as shown in Eq. (13) and Ref. 36]. In addition to enthalpic
and interaction contributions an entropic contribution is also
included in Eq. (18).
Specific to the Mo-Ni binary system of our interest, the
liquid-crystal interfacial energy is determined as


L
L 2
1.253 − 0.253XNi
γcl(0) = 0.138 − 0.160 XNi

(Entropic)

(17)
or

1
1 HMo
surface
= ·
= 1.0J/m2 ,
· γMo
2/3
3
3 C0 VMo

(20)

where the thermal expansion is ignored. Noting that Eq. (20)
also assumes that the solubility of Ni in solid Mo (BCC phase)
is negligible; if the solid phase has substantial solubility of the
(0)
should
alloying element(s), a more general equation for γgb
be derived and used.
This macroscopic-atom model can be further refined in
several grounds by adopting strategies and approaches developed in several refined lattice-gas models. First, as we have
discussed previously, this model can be extended to consider
cases where the solubility of B in an A crystal is not negligible
following a scheme used in a lattice-gas model.36 Second the
adsorption at the liquid-crystal interface and the associated
compositional gradient may be considered using an approach
similar to a model proposed by Shimizu and Takei,39,40
which can be further refined. Third the solute segregation
within the lattice and anisotropic effects may be considered
following a model developed by Wynblatt et al.41 Fourth
the asymmetric effects represented by subregular solutions
can be considered by adopting the approach similar to a
model proposed by Antion and Chatain.42 A further refinement
should also consider the partial crystallinity and structural
gradients, which will eventually lead to more sophisticated
diffuse-interface models.4–9
D. Free-energy penalty for forming an undercooled liquid

The Calculation of Phase Diagram (CalPhaD) methods
are adopted to determine the free-energy penalty to form
an undercooled liquid (Gamorph ). CalPhaD is a set of wellestablished methods to compute bulk-phase diagrams from
(usually empirically fitted) thermodynamic functions of free
energies. The Gibbs free energy of a phase in a binary A-B
system can be expressed as


Xi · 0 Gi + RT
Xi ln Xi + XS G , (21)
G =
i=A,B

i=A,B

0

γcl(0) =

HAfuse
2/3

C0 VA

(Enthalpic)

+

interface
(FBA )2
HAinB
2/3

C0 VA

(Interaction)

+

1.9RT
2/3

C0 VA/B

.

(18)

where Gi is the Gibbs free energy of the pure element
i (= A or B) that is present in phase, Xi is the atomic fraction
of element i, and XS G is the excess Gibbs free energy, which
can be empirically expressed in a Redlich-Kister polynomial

(Entropic)

Note that the first two terms in Eq. (18) correspond to the
two terms in the lattice-gas model [Eq. (13)], and they are
014105-4
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Here, Lj s are empirically fitted parameters for the phase
. If n = 0 the phase is a regular solution, and Eq. (22) is
reduced to
XS

G = L0 XA XB ≡ ωXA XB ,

(23)

Here we show that an analytical expression for λL can be
obtained if we assume the solid (BCC) phase is a regular or
subregular solution, for which the (molar) Gibbs energy is
given by
0 bcc
Gbcc = X0 · 0 Gbcc
Ni + (1 − X0 ) · GMo

where ω (=L0 ) is the regular solution parameter. If ω = 0 the
phase is an ideal solution (XS G = 0).
If n = 1 the phase is a subregular solution. Equation (22)
can be rewritten as
XS

G = L0 XA XB + L1 XA XB (XA − XB ).

(24)

Gibbs free-energy functions for compounds and ordered
solutions can be constructed using different models. For a
given binary A-B system the Gibbs free-energy functions
can be developed for all possible phases. Then a bulk-phase
diagram can be constructed by minimizing the total free energy
of the system. In two-phase regions the equilibrium states can
be found graphically via a well-established “common tangent
construction” method.
For the Mo-Ni binary system four phases (BCC, FCC,
δ-NiMo, and liquid) are typically considered. The Gibbs free
energies of different phases have been obtained in Refs. 43
and 44, whereas only the functions in Ref. 43 are adopted in
this study because they lead to better predictions of the solidus
and solvus lines of the Mo-rich BCC as well as the peritectic
temperature. The specific thermodynamic functions used here
can also be found in Ref. 43.
The CalPhaD methods are used to compute Gamorph and
subsequently λL . From now on all the X’s (X, Xfilm , XS , XL )
in equations are referred to as atomic fractions of Ni in the
Ni-Mo binary system, and the subscript B or Ni is dropped for
brevity. The specific definitions are given as follows.
1. X is the (general) Ni fraction,
2. Xfilm is the Ni fraction of the IGF,
3. X0 is the Ni fraction of the bulk (BCC) phase (which
sets the bulk chemical potentials or the reference state),
4. XS is the Ni fraction on the solidus line or (if T <
Tpreitectic ) its metastable extension,
5. XL is the Ni fraction on the liquidus line or (if T <
Tpreitectic ) its metastable extension, and
6. Xsolvus is the Ni fraction on the solvus line (for T <
Tpreitectic ).

+ RT [X0 ln X0 + (1 − X0 ) ln(1 − X0 )]
bcc
+ Lbcc
0 X0 (1 − X0 ) + L1 X0 (1 − X0 )(1 − 2X0 ).
(25)
First let us determine the Gamorph in the single-phase
(BCC) regime. Figure 1 shows an example at T = 1450 ◦ C
(T > Tperitectic ), in which the composition of the bulk BCC
phase (X0 ) is lower than the bulk-solidus composition (XS ).
As shown in Fig. 1(a) the Gamorph is defined as the difference
between of the metastable-liquid phase (the red line) and the
reference-state set by the chemical potential of the stable bulk
phase of a composition X0 . This reference state is given by
GRef. (X) = Xfilm · μNi + (1 − Xfilm ) · μMo

dGbcc 
bcc
= G (X0 ) + (Xfilm − X0 )
,
dX X=X0

(26)

which corresponds to the tangent line extended from X0 [as
being labeled in Fig. 1(a)]. Thus, the molar free-energy penalty
to form a metastable liquid of composition XL [being labeled
by a purple double arrow in Fig. 1(a)] is given by
G(mol)
amorph




dGbcc 
bcc
,
= G (XL ) − G (X0 ) + (XL − X0 )
dX X=X0
liq

(27)
liq

bcc

where G and G
are the formation-free energies of
liquid and solid BCC phases, respectively. The superscript
(mol) denotes it is a molar-free energy, and it relates to the
volumetric-free energy by
(mol) 
G(vol)
(28)
amorph ≈ Gamorph [VNi · XL + VMo · (1 − XL )],
where VNi and VMo are the molar volumes; it is assumed that the
film adopts the liquidus composition, and the mixing volume
is equal to zero.

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Illustration of Gamorph (XL ) in the Gibbs free energy vs Ni-fraction plots for a case of X0 < XS and T = 1450 ◦ C
(>Tperitectic ). (b) The Mo-rich portion of the corresponding binary bulk-phase diagram.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Illustration of Gamorph (XL ) in the Gibbs free energy vs Ni-fraction plots for a case of X0 < Xsolvus and
T = 1300 ◦ C (<Tperitectic ). (b) The Mo-rich portion of the corresponding binary bulk-phase diagram.

By definition Gamorph vanishes if the composition of the
solid BCC phase is on the bulk solidus line (X0 = XS ), which
is the case represented by the common tangent line between
XS and XL in Fig. 1(a); thus,

dGbcc 
liq
bcc
G (XL ) = G (XS ) + (XL − XS )
. (29)
dX XS
Combining Eqs. (26)–(29) and assuming Xfilm = XL
produces


Xs
1 − Xs
(mol)
+ (1 − XL ) ln
Gamorph = RT XL ln
X0
1 − X0
 bcc

bcc
− (XS − X0 ) 2XL L0 + 3L1


bcc
bcc
− Lbcc
(XS + X0 )
0 + 3L1 + 6L1
 2

bcc
+ 4L1 XS + XS X0 + X02 .
(30)
For a general case the parameters for the BCC phase (Lbcc
1
and Lbcc
0 ) in Eq. (30) should be replaced by the corresponding
parameters for the specific solid phase of interest. If the solid
bcc
phase is a regular solution (Lbcc
1 = 0, L0 = ω), Eq. (30) can
be reduced to


Xs
1 − Xs
(mol)
+ (1 − XL ) ln
Gamorph = RT XL ln
X0
1 − X0
− ω(XS − X0 )(2XL − XS − X0 ).
(31)
This analytical solution for a regular-solution solid phase
[Eq. (31)] has been previously given in Ref. 17, and the
general analytical solution for a subregular-solution solid
phase [Eq. (30)] is derived here for the first time. This
approach is almost analytical (except that it assumes that XS
and XL are known, which have to be determined by either
experiments or CalPhaD methods).
Second, in the single BCC phase regime below Tperitectic ,
the procedure for calculating Gamorph is essentially the
same as that described above for the case of T > Tperitectic .
Figure 2 illustrates an example for a case of T = 1300 ◦ C. The
only difference is that XS and XL are now the Ni fractions
on the metastable extensions of the solidus and liquidus
lines. In the case of T < Tperitectic the solid solubility limit
corresponds to the solvus line Xsolvus (instead of the metastable
XS ).

Finally in the subperitectic two-phase regime, Gamorph
(XL ) is a constant at a specific temperature, and it does
not depend on the overall bulk composition because the
bulk chemical potential is a constant in this two-phase
region (Fig. 3). Therefore, for a regular-solution solid
phase, the free-energy penalty for forming an undercooled
liquid can be determined by assuming X0 = Xsolvus in
Eq. (31), as


Xs
1 − Xs
=
RT
X
ln
+
(1
−
X
)
ln
G(mol)
L
L
amorph
Xsolvus
1 − Xsolvus
− ω(XS − Xsolvus )(2XL − XS − Xsolvus ), (32)
where XS refers to the composition on the metastable extension
to the solidus line. A similar equation can be readily obtained
for a subregular-solution solid phase by substituting X0 with
Xsolvus in Eq. (30). In the subperitectic two-phase regime
the lines of constant λL are horizontal lines, which can be
constructed graphically by finding the intersections of lines of
constant λL in the single-phase region and the solvus line, as
illustrated in Fig. 3(b).
Figure 4 shows computed λL and λ vs Ni-atomic fraction
curves at two representative temperatures above and below the
bulk peritectic temperature, respectively. The computed values
of λL and λ are fairly close, which justifies the adoption of λL
in this study where an almost analytical approach is available
(despite that the using of λ appears to be conceptually more
rigorous). For T > Tperitectic , both λL and λ are divergent as
bulk Ni composition approaches the solidus line. For T <
Tperitectic , λL and λ level off at the bulk solvus line (Xsolvus ),
above which the bulk chemical potential is a constant (despite
any changes in the overall bulk composition in the two-phase
region).
Furthermore, lines of constant computed λL are plotted in
the bulk-phase diagram of the Mo-Ni system (Fig. 5). This is
a primitive type of GB diagram where the computed λL value
represents the thermodynamic tendency for average general
Mo GBs to disorder. Note that λL (or λ) is not the actual IGF
thickness, but it should scale the thickness of the actual IGF.
Direct HRTEM measurements17 showed that the computed λL
and λ values are good estimations for the average thickness
of IGFs at general GBs (see Sec. IIIE and Fig. 11 for a direct
comparison).
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Illustration of Gamorph (XL ) at T = 1300 ◦ C in the subperitectic two-phase (BCC + δ) regime. (b) The Mo-rich
portion of the corresponding binary bulk-phase diagram. The red dashed line is a line of constant λL . In the solid-solid two-phase regime, this
line of constant λL should be a horizontal line, which can be graphically constructed by finding the intersection of this line of constant λL in
the single-phase region and the bulk solvus line.

It should be noted that the assumption of Xfilm = XL (for
computing λL ) becomes invalid as X0 → 0 (for virtually
pure Mo).1,35 However, this is not a major concern for the
Mo
region of T
Tmelting
where computed λL
ξ (≈ the atomic
size) for nearly pure alloys, indicating that the liquidlike GB
structures do not form at all. For pure Mo, λL can be estimated
Mo
Mo
Mo
as −γ · [Hfuse
(Tmelting
− T )/Tmelting
] at temperatures close
Mo
Mo
is the
to the melting point of pure Mo (Tmelting ) where Hfuse
fusion enthalpy of pure Mo and γ is calculated for pure Mo.
Thus, the GB diagram (lines of constant λL ) can be constructed
by interpolation for the region that is close to the melting point
of pure Mo, which is illustrated in Fig. 5. This issue does not
exist if λ or λ∗ [Eq. (10)] is adopted, but λ or λ∗ has to be
computed numerically.
In summary Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate that the computed λL
increases with increasing bulk composition in the single-phase
region. Above the peritectic temperature the computed λL is
divergent at the bulk-solidus temperature. Below the peritectic
temperature the computed λL levels off at the bulk-solvus
temperature, and it becomes a constant in the BCC-δ two-phase
regime. This computed GB diagram is validated by comparing
with a contour map of measured temperature and composition
dependent GB diffusivities in Sec. III.

III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION
A. Experimental procedure

In order to validate the computed GB diagram, controlled
sintering experiments were conducted to estimate the GB diffusivity as a function of temperature and overall composition.
High-purity molybdenum (99.999%) with an average particle
size of ∼20 microns was purchased from Alfa Aesar. To
achieve a homogeneous distribution of nickel in molybdenum,
nickel chloride (NiCl2 · 6H2 O, Alfa Aesar) was mixed with
molybdenum in solutions. Then the slurries were dried in an
oven at 90 ◦ C, annealed in a tube furnace at 600 ◦ C for 1
hour under the flowing gas of Ar + 5% H2 to reduce nickel
chloride to nickel, and pressed into pellets. We assembled a
special quench furnace, which was unique in that a mechanism
of loading and unloading samples was built to allow the
specimens to be rapidly inserted into the hot zone or taken
out to the cold zone. Thus, the specimens could be heated to
a target temperature in a negligibly short time (∼2 minutes).
Moreover, after conducting isothermal sintering for a desired
duration, the specimens could be cooled down quickly (to
below 800 ◦ C in ∼1 minute). By doing this the effects of
heating and cooling ramps on densification were minimized.
In all experiments Ar + 5% H2 gas was flowing through the
tube-furnace system to protect specimens from oxidation, and

FIG. 4. (Color online) Representative plots of computed λL and λ vs Ni-atomic fraction at (a) 1450 ◦ C and (b) 1300 ◦ C, respectively. XS
and Xsolvus represent bulk solidus and solvus compositions, respectively.
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specimens for each experiment. Therefore, 3–4 specimens
were prepared for a few representative conditions to estimate
the typical specimen-to-specimen variations (error bars). The
standard deviations were found to be about 0.005 in the relative
density or ∼0.0013 in the linear shrinkage (L/L0 ). The grain
sizes of the samples containing different amount of Ni and
sintered at different temperatures were measured by SEM.
B. Densification, grain growth, and sintering mechanism

FIG. 5. (Color online) A computed GB diagram (λ diagram) for
Ni-doped Mo. The computed lines of constant λL are plotted in the
Mo-Ni binary bulk-phase diagram to represent the thermodynamic
tendency for general Mo GBs to disorder (represented by the red
dashed lines; the values of computed λL are labeled). The blue dashed
line is the metastable extension to the bulk solidus line.

a second thermocouple was placed in the crucible to monitor
the actual temperature of the specimens.
We investigated the sintering behaviors in three phase
regimes: the solid single-phase regime (BCC), the subperitectic two-phase regime (BCC + a small fraction of the
δ phase), and the solid-liquid two-phase regime (BCC + a
small fraction of the liquid phase). The relative density vs time
curves were measured in isothermal sintering experiments
conducted at 50 different conditions (each represented by
a specific sintering temperature and an overall Ni content),
and these conditions are labeled in the Mo-Ni binary-phase
diagram in Fig. 6. Because of a large number of experiments
(∼300 experiments conducted at 50 different temperature
and composition conditions, multiplied by ∼6 different sintering durations), we could not make and measure multiple

FIG. 6. (Color online) Illustration of the 50 selected experimental
conditions in the Mo-Ni phase diagram. The blue cross indicates
that the densification is controlled by bulk diffusion, while brown
(solid or open) dots indicate that the densification is controlled by
GB diffusion. The open dots represent the cases where grain growth
cannot be ignored.

All plots of relative density vs sintering time curves (raw
data) are shown in Fig. 7. These plots show consistent trends:
the densification rate generally increases with increasing Ni
content or temperature. Then GB diffusivities are estimated
by fitting the well-established sintering kinetics models, and
the GB diffusivity is determined as a function of temperature
and overall composition.
The grain growth is virtually negligible (within the range
of experimental errors) for solid-state sintering at moderate doping levels (1.5 at.% Ni) or at low temperatures
(1300 ◦ C). The experimental conditions where grain growth
is not negligible are indicated by open circles in Fig. 6.
Observable grain growth essentially occurs in the region where
the formation of a Ni-rich bulk liquid leads to liquid-phase
sintering (with a couple of exceptions of solid-state sintering
occurring at high temperatures and very close to the solidus
line, as shown in Fig. 6). For the regime where the grain growth
is not negligible, the effects of grain growth are considered in
fitting the sintering models and estimation of errors, which is
discussed in the next section.
The GB diffusivity can be estimated from sintering data
only if the densification is controlled by GB diffusion. We can
determine whether densification is controlled by GB diffusion
by obtaining the exponent m for the power law fitting of the
initial stage densification kinetics. According to the Johnson
model,45,46 the linear shrinkage in the initial stage follows a
power law


L
γs D m m
= K
t .
(33)
L0
kT Gp
If m = ∼0.4–0.5 the densification is controlled by bulk
diffusion, and K = 6, p = 3, and D = DXL . If m = ∼0.33
the densification is controlled by GB diffusion, and K = 12,
p = 4, and D = δDGB . The exponents (m’s) fitted from the raw
experimental data shown in Fig. 7 are listed in Table I. This
index m is fitted to be 0.44 for pure Mo sintered at 1495 ◦ C;
thus, the densification is controlled by bulk diffusion so that
GB diffusivity cannot be determined by our experiment (and
this particular experimental condition is indicated by the cross
in Fig. 6). For all other experimental conditions indicated by
the circles in Fig. 6, the indices m are fitted to be 0.2–0.36; thus,
the densification is likely be controlled by GB diffusion, for
which GB diffusivities can be estimated from the densification
vs time curves. This sintering mechanism map obtained in this
study (Fig. 6) is consistent with a prior report.47
C. Estimation of GB diffusivities

In general the intermediate stage-densification data are the
most reliable for estimating the GB diffusivities from fitting
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FIG. 7. Plots of relative density vs sintering time at (a) 1220 ◦ C, (b) 1300 ◦ C, (c) 1350 ◦ C, (d) 1400 ◦ C, (e) 1450 ◦ C, and (f) 1495 ◦ C,
respectively. The Ni contents are labeled.

densification vs time curves. In the Coble model for the solidstate sintering, the GB-diffusion controlled densification rate
in intermediate stage is expressed as46,48
d(P 3/2 )
δDGB γs
,
= −1281
dt
kT G4

where n is usually in the range of 2 to 3 (n = 2 in the Turnbull
theory).50 In our sintering experiments of Ni-doped Mo, the
measurements show that grain growth obeys the power law of
n ≈ 2, and the previous equation can be rewritten as

(34)

where P is the porosity (P = 1 − ρr ; ρr is the relative density),
DGB is the GB diffusivity, γs is the surface energy of Mo
(estimated to be ∼3 J/m2 ), is the atomic volume of vacancy
(1.56 × 10−29 m3 ), k is the Boltzmann constant, and G is the
grain size. If the grain size can be assumed to be a constant,
integration of Eq. (34) leads to


δDGB γs
· t.
(35)
(P)3/2 − (P 0 )3/2 = −1281
kT G4
Then the GB diffusivity can be obtained by a linear
regression of P 3/2 vs t.
In some cases where grain growth cannot be neglected,
Eq. (34) cannot be integrated directly. The grain-growth
kinetics generally obey a power law49
Gn − Gn0 = A0 t,

(36)

G2 = A0 (t + t0 ),

(37)

where A0 t0 = G0 2 . The constants t0 and A0 can be obtained
by a linear regression. Plugging Eq. (37) into Eq. (34) and
integration produce


1281δ · DGB γs
1
(P)3/2 − (P 0 )3/2 =
. (38)
·
t + t0
A20 kT
Then the GB diffusivity can be obtained by a linear
regression of P 3/2 vs 1/(t + t0 ).
For pure Mo and a limited number of other cases of low
doping-level samples, it is difficult to reach the intermediate
stage within a reasonable time. Therefore, we also use the
Johnson initial-stage sintering model to estimate the GB
diffusivity. For GB diffusion controlled densification, Eq. (33)
can be rewritten as




L 3
γS · δDGB
· t.
(39)
= 12
L0
kT G4

TABLE I. Exponents (m’s) fitted from sintering kinetics.
at.% Ni

0% (pure Mo)

0.25%

0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

1495 ◦ C
1450 ◦ C
1400 ◦ C
1350 ◦ C
1300 ◦ C
1220 ◦ C

0.44 ± 0.06
0.31 ± 0.11
0.29 ± 0.06
0.28 ± 0.03
0.29 ± 0.06
0.29 ± 0.06

0.20 ± 0.02
0.23 ± 0.03
0.24 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.03
0.23 ± 0.02
0.35 ± 0.03

0.23 ± 0.03
0.22 ± 0.03
0.26 ± 0.02
0.31 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.07
0.26 ± 0.07

0.32 ± 0.02
0.29 ± 0.02
0.25 ± 0.04
0.36 ± 0.03

0.22 ± 0.03
0.20 ± 0.03
0.23 ± 0.07
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Representative plots of logarithmical GB diffusivity vs Ni-atomic percentage for specimens sintered at (a) 1450 ◦ C
and (b) 1300 ◦ C, respectively. The GB diffusivities estimated using initial-stage and intermediate-stage sintering data are shown. The bulk
solidus (XS ) and solvus (Xsolvus ) compositions are indicated.

The GB diffusivity can again be obtained by a linear
regression. Pre-sintering annealing is applied in our experiments, which resulted in a small shrinkage before isothermal
sintering. Although this pre-existing shrinkage is virtually
negligible (<1% in all cases), its effect is accounted for by
introducing a constant into Eq. (39) for the linear regression
(and the validity of this modification is justified by the master
sintering curve theory).51 For a number of conditions we
estimated GB diffusivities from both initial-stage (Johnson
model) and intermediate-stage (Coble model) densification
data, and the obtained results are consistent with each other
(see, e.g., Fig. 8).
As shown in Fig. 6 some experiments are conducted in
the liquid-phase sintering region. The densification in liquidphase sintering follows the model that has been developed
by Kingery52 and improved by German.53 The liquid-phase
sintering models are slightly different from the Coble solidstate sintering model52 attributable to presence of liquid phase
and rearrangement process. However, here we apply the Coble
solid-state sintering model to fit the liquid-phase sintering data
(obtained in experiments where the volume fractions of liquid
are small so that the rearrangement is mostly negligible)52
to estimate nominal GB diffusivities for the sake of fair
comparisons.
The random errors in calculating GB diffusivities are
generally estimated based on the standard variants of the
linear regressions. In cases where grain growth is negligible a
systematical error bar is estimated based on the measurement
accuracy of grain size, which is labeled in the left-bottom
corner in Fig. 9. When grain growth is not negligible, more
generous error bars, which are obtained by estimating the upper
and lower bounds based on initial and final grain sizes, are
given in Figs. 8 and 9.

In all cases [Figs. 8, 9, and 10(b)] for this study the estimated
values of δDGB are plotted as the effective diffusivities along
the GBs. This is the typical way to express GB diffusivities
that are related to GB-controlled densification. However, in
the context of GB mobility and grain growth, the effective
diffusivity perpendicular to this GB is relevant; in such a case
the effective interfacial width (δ or heq ) should appear in the
denominator.5,10 Yet, with an increase in λ, we generally expect
an increase in the GB mobility because the increase in DGB (in
the nominator) should overwhelm the increase in the effective
interfacial width (in the denominator).
The effects of the Ni content on GB diffusivities are
illustrated by the two representative plots shown in Fig. 8.
The GB diffusivity vs Ni-content curve for specimens sintered
at 1450 ◦ C [Fig. 8(a)] represents the typical sintering behaviors
above the peritectic temperature (1362 ◦ C). Here the estimated

D. GB diffusivities and model-experiment comparison

In the following section we systematically compare the
composition- and temperature-dependent GB diffusivities
(estimated from the densification data) with the computed λ
values. The computed λ values correlate with GB diffusivities
in two ways. First the effective interfacial width (δ or heq ) likely
increases with increasing λ. Second an increase in the effective
interfacial width will generally result in an increase in the level
of structural disorder, which will lead to an increase in DGB .

FIG. 9. (Color online) Estimated GB diffusivity (δ·DGB ) vs
temperature (T) curves for (a) pure Mo, (b) 0.5 at.% Ni-doped Mo
(with a single BCC phase), and (c) 2 at.% Ni doped Mo (Ni-saturated
Mo). Curves (a) and (b) were published in Ref. 33 and included
here for comparison. The diffusivity for the 2 at.% Ni specimen at
1300 ◦ C point is interpolated from the measured diffusivities at the
same temperature shown in Fig. 8(b); all other diffusivity data are
estimated from the densification vs time curves directly.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) (a) A color version of the GB diagram
shown in Fig. 5 that is enlarged to show the area of interest.
The diagram is color coded to represent the computed λL values,
which represent the thermodynamic tendency for general Mo GBs
to disorder. (b) A contour map of the experimentally obtained GB
diffusivities that are interpolated from the GB diffusivities estimated
from sintering experiments.

GB diffusivity increases with increasing Ni content in the
single-phase region; above the solidus line (X0 > XS ) the
estimated nominal GB diffusivity levels off (noting that in
the solid-liquid region, the estimated GB diffusivity is only
nominal because the densification no longer follows the
solid-state GB-controlled sintering models). This implies that
the activated sintering is attributable to the enhanced diffusion
in quasiliquid IGFs that are stabilized at GBs below the
bulk-solidus line. The formation of premelting-like IGFs in the
single-phase region has been directly observed by HRTEM in
our prior study.17 Figure 8(a) also suggests that the formation of
a small amount of bulk-liquid phase above the solidus does not
significantly improve the densification beyond the solid-state
activated sintering rates (that are achieved by diffusion in
nanoscale premelting-like IGFs).
When the sintering temperature is below the peritectic
temperature, the GB diffusivity increases with increasing Ni
content before it levels off. A representative plot obtained
from specimens sintered at 1300 ◦ C is shown in Fig. 8(b). In
the BCC-δ two-phase region (X0 > Xsolvus ) the estimated GB
diffusivity is virtually a constant (that is independent of the
overall composition). This is because the chemical potential
is a constant in this region; thus, the equilibrium thickness

of the IGFs, which is a function of the chemical potential
instead of the overall composition, is a constant in this region.
It is interesting to note that the estimated GB-diffusivity levels
off below the solvus composition. It is possible that there are
some errors in the bulk-solvus compositions obtained from
the CalPhaD computation (since this particular bulk-solvus
line has not been accurately measured). It is also possible that
the presence of some (unknown) interfacial forces restrains the
thickening of IGFs below the solvus line.
The three sets of measured GB diffusivity vs temperature
curves, which are shown in Fig. 9, provide a further critical
validation of the computed GB diagram. First, for pure
Mo [Fig. 9(a)], GB diffusivity increases with increasing
temperature, which follows a classical thermally activated
Arrhenius behavior. Second, as we have reported in a recent
letter,33 the estimated GB diffusivity decreases with increasing
temperature [Fig. 9(b)] because of the retrograde solubility
of Ni in the Mo-based BCC phase for specimens doped
with 0.5 at.% Ni [which exhibit a single BCC (Mo)SS phase
for the temperature range of 1200–1500 ◦ C according to
Figs. 5 and 10]. This counterintuitive observation can be well
explained by the interplay of the retrograde solubility and GB
premelting/prewetting. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the solidus
line and its metastable extension exhibit positive slopes in
the temperature range of 1200–1500 ◦ C. For a single-phase
alloy of a fixed Ni content of 0.5 at.%, this composition
moves away from the solidus line with increasing temperature. Consequently the free-energy penalty for forming an
undercooled liquid increases, and the general GBs “solidify”
with decreasing diffusivity, as being demonstrated in our prior
study.33 Consistently the line of constant λL all exhibit positive
slopes in Fig. 10(a), i.e., the computed λL decreases with
increasing temperature for this Mo + 0.5 at.% Ni alloy in
this temperature range. Finally, for Mo + 2 at.% Ni specimens
(saturated with Ni), where either a solid (δ) or liquid secondary
phase is present (see Fig. 10), the estimated GB diffusivity
increases with increasing temperature until it levels off at
and above the peritectic temperature [Fig. 9(c)]. Again these
experimental observations are consistent with the computed
GB diagram and λL values.
To systematically validate the computed GB diagram
and the underlying interfacial thermodynamic models, the
computed GB diagram shown in Fig. 5 is enlarged to zoom
in the temperature and composition area where experiments
were conducted. This enlarged diagram is shown in Fig. 10(a)
and color coded to represent the computed λL values or
thermodynamic tendency for general Mo GBs to disorder. On
the other hand we construct a contour map of experimentally
estimated GB diffusivities, which is interpolated from the
GB diffusivities extracted from intermediate-stage sintering
data (except for the GB diffusivities for pure Mo, which are
estimated from initial-stage sintering data). This diagram is
shown in Fig. 10(b), which is color coded to represent the
values of the estimated GB diffusivities. The trends of the measured GB diffusivity as a function of temperature and the
overall Ni content [as shown in Fig. 10(a)] correlate well with
the computed GB diagram shown in Fig. 10(a). This represents
the most systematical validation of a computed GB diagram
(λ diagram), and it demonstrates the validity and predictability
of the proposed interfacial thermodynamic models, as well as
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Comparison of the average measured
thickness vs computed λ values for a Ni + 1 at.% Ni specimen quenched from 1495 ◦ C. The measured thicknesses exhibit a
boundary-to-boundary variation, and computed λ values represent
rough estimations of the interfacial widths for the average general
GBs (without considering the interfacial interactions). The experimental procedure was reported in Ref. 17, but these HRTEM images
shown here were not reported in the prior letter.

usefulness of such a computed λ diagram in forecasting the
trends of sintering (and presumably other relevant fabrication
processing and materials properties).

lines. Diffuse-interface models have demonstrated the existence of abrupt (first-order) interfacial “phase” transitions at
GBs.7,34,54 Furthermore, phenomenological models12,28,32,55
showed that an atomic-size effect can produce a series
of discrete GB phases (which are called Dillon-Harmer
complexions)5,10,11,55–57 : namely, intrinsic/clean GBs, monolayers, bilayers, trilayers, nanoscale IGFs (with a continuous
equilibrium thickness on the order of 1 nm), and complete
wetting films (with an arbitrary thickness). The origin of this
series of discrete GB “phases” can be well understood via an
analogy to layering transitions in a case of multilayer surface
adsorption on attractive/inert substrates.3
The current model cannot directly predict the formation of
these discrete GB phases (Dillon-Harmer complexions), which
are dictated by the detailed interfacial interactions that are not
represented in the current model. In many cases it is reasonable
to expect the formation of discrete monolayers, bilayers, or
trilayers when the estimated interfacial width is on the order
of 1–3 monolayers. However, like a case of multilayer gas
adsorption on inert surfaces,3 discrete GB phases may form
only before the roughening transitions take place; this has
been demonstrated for GBs via a thermodynamic model.28
Moreover, the computed λ value is only a rough estimation of
interfacial width (without considering interfacial interactions).
Finally the computed λ value represents the thermodynamic
tendency for an average general GB to disorder; in a real
polycrystal first-order GB transitions are expected to occur at
different temperatures (or compositions) at GBs of different
crystallography.12
In summary the current model and computed λ diagrams
cannot predict the exact conditions for formation of each
of the discrete GB phases (Dillon-Harmer complexions). In
principle if the exact form of interfacial coefficient defined in
Eq. (4) is known, the GB-transition lines can be predicted
and the rigorous GB “phase” (complexion) diagrams can
be constructed. Future studies are needed to quantify the
interfacial interactions, which will require the development
of more sophisticated and realistic statistical and atomistic
models.

E. Rigorous GB “phase” diagrams
and Dillon-Harmer complexions

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We should emphasize that the computed values of λL and
λ are rough estimations of the effective interfacial widths
considering neither the details of interfacial interactions nor the
boundary-to-boundary variation. Nonetheless Fig. 11 shows
that computed values of λL and λ are rather good estimations
of the effective interfacial width of general GBs. In this case,
the measured average IGF thickness is 0.80 nm (with a standard
deviation of 0.12 nm) for a 1 at.% Ni-doped Mo specimen that
was equilibrated and quenched from 1495 ◦ C (Fig. 11).17 This
is consistent with the model predictions where the λL and λ are
computed to be 0.71 nm and 0.99 nm, respectively. Moreover,
Fig. 11 also shows the boundary-to-boundary variation of the
measured IGF thicknesses, which is presumably related to the
different crystallography (misorientation and inclinations) of
different general GBs in a polycrystalline specimen.
We should further point out that the computed λ diagrams
[such as that shown in Figs. 5 and 10(a)] are not rigorous GB “phase” diagrams with well-defined GB-transition

Quantitative interfacial thermodynamic models for binary
alloys have been established and applied to the Mo-Ni system.
A primitive type of GB diagram (called λ diagram) was
constructed for the Ni-doped Mo, where lines of constant λL
were plotted in the bulk Mo-Ni diagram to represent the thermodynamic tendency for average general GBs to disorder. To
systematically validate this computed λ diagram, temperatureand composition-dependent GB diffusivities were estimated
from densification vs time curves in a set of controlled
sintering experiments. The results were consistent with model
predictions, showing the predictability and usefulness of the
computed λ diagram.
The model-experimental agreement also critically supports
the existence and importance of the coupled GB premelting
and prewetting phenomena in binary alloys. The systematical correlation between the temperature- and compositiondependent GB diffusivities and the computed λ diagram
reconfirms the previously proposed mechanism of subsolidus
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(solid-state) activated sintering,13,16,29 i.e., the enhanced densification could be attributed to the boosted GB diffusion in the
premelting-like quasiliquid IGFs that are stabilized below the
bulk solidus line where the bulk liquid phase is not yet stable.
This study also demonstrates that the bulk-phase diagrams are not adequate for predicting sintering behaviors,
and (presumably) other GB-controlled fabrication processing
and materials properties. Thus, it is necessary to develop
GB (phase) diagram as a general materials science tool.
Although they are not yet rigorous GB “phase” diagrams
with well-defined transition lines, the λ diagrams developed in this study can be robustly useful to predict the
trends of temperature and composition dependent GB structural disordering. Such information is useful in understanding and controlling sintering; grain growth; GB embrittlement; and GB-controlled creep, corrosion, and oxidation
resistance.
Several future studies should be conducted to further extend
and validate the models and methods to construct such λ
diagrams as well as more sophisticated and rigorous GB

“phase” diagrams. Specifically we should extend the models
to multicomponent alloys where interactions of multiple
dopants may result in more complex interfacial phenomena,
as well as ceramic materials where the presence of significant
van der Waals London dispersion forces and electrostatic
interactions (space charges) will add further complexity. More
realistic models and experimental methods to quantify relevant
interfacial energies and bulk thermodynamic parameters are
also essential for making the computed GB diagrams more
accurate and practically useful. Completing these challenging
tasks can help to develop realistic GB (phase) diagrams,
which can be used as a general materials science tool for
mechanism-informed materials design.
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